
 WILDERNESS TREK II – 2008
 
At 12:01 AM, August 7, 2008, we loaded our backpacks into our 
borrowed van (thank you, Donna & Jerry Blachly) and headed towards the 
Wallowa Mountains.  With only 45 minutes of sleep, the 6 ½ hour drive 
was long but we managed a stop or two along the way.  
 

We had been planning this trip since the beginning of spring; making 
certain we had all we needed to backpack into the mountains to camp and 
hike for 5 days.  We had made all the necessary preparations to secure 
our equipment, food, transportation, permits and personal things.  
 
Our cargo consisted of 8 backpacks and 8 hikers.  There were Andrea, 
Lindsay, Becky, Andrew, Ethan and James.  Later tomorrow, Jason and 
Brandon would join us in camp.  



 

Our leadership consists of Greg Woods, our Youth Minister, who has 
several years experience in both Youth and Family Ministry.  His talents 
are many and he’s well loved by the kids and adults alike.  He has a unique 
way of connecting with our young people and is doing a great ministry.  
 



Jason Hill is an amazingly vibrant young man who connects with all ages. 
 His talents are photography, teaching and song leading.  He has a special 
way of touching the hearts of young and old.  He will often be found 
leading morning worship singing, communion thoughts, as well as youth 
rallies, vacation bible school and other youth events.  
 



Mike Thomas, an elder at the Metro church, (that’s me) is in the codger 
years but enjoys backpacking and showing others the high mountains.  I 
believe my military survival school training in the Washington Mountains 
and the Philippine Jungle, not to mention many classroom hours on the 
subject, helps direct me towards safety for the teens.  
 



Our fourth adult team member is Josha Moss, a young lady with 
extensive backpacking experience and abilities.  She and her parents were 
involved with leading other youths into Faith experiences in the Colorado 
mountains.  She produces our study material the teens work on during our 
5 days' journey.  She teaches the teen girls how to prepare community 
meals, camp layout and wilderness hygiene, as well as using the young 
men to help.  She is missed on this trip due to a knee injury she acquired 
during a recent basketball scrimmage. 
 
Our drive to the Wallowa Mountains in the Eagle Cap Wilderness in 
Eastern Oregon was uneventful.  Many of our teen passengers slept most 
of the way while Greg and I took turns driving.  We stopped for breakfast 
in the sleepy little town of Enterprise, Oregon and then made our way 
back to Lostine and into the mountains to a place called Two Pan 
Trailhead.
 



The trail to Mirror Lake follows the Lostine River and soon splits into the 
East and West fork trails; the left to Mirror Lake and the right to Minam 
Lake.  Our trail soon began to traverse a steep mountain with several 
switchbacks that rapidly gained elevation before it leveled off into an 
ancient glacier-cut valley that opened up to spectacular views of Eagle 
Cap Mountain, standing 9,572 feet in elevation.

Not long after broke out of the tough, up hill switchbacks, we stopped 
alongside a beautiful waterfall feature where the teens had fun taking 
pictures and rock hopping around the rushing whitewater.
 
As we donned the packs and headed up the trail, a light afternoon shower 
gave us enough moisture that we stopped to put on the ponchos. 
 Fortunately it quit almost as soon as it began.  The temperature remained 
cool for hiking.  The remainder of the trip went with little difficulty. 



 Becky stepped over a log and scraped a long 10” cut on her calf.  It 
looked worse than it really was.  

By the time we arrived at Mirror Lake, we were tired and ready for rest.

We grabbed the first campsite we found and set up our tents.  It was not 
the best site we could have chosen, but it was available, and close to 
Mirror Lake.  Evening came quickly.  After a hot meal, everyone decided 
to retire early and it was not yet dark.  



About that time a fast moving thunderstorm came through and dumped 
enough marble-sized hail on us to nearly cover the ground!  It was exciting 
to see and hear!  Just as it began to pepper down on our tents, we heard 
one of the girls scream.  Apparently, Andrea was entering her tent when it 
started.  The half of her still outside wasn’t quite out of harms way!  Then 
the rain came and soon our poorly chosen campsite was collecting quite a 
puddle of water!  I got up to check on the girls’ tent as it was located 
closest to the low spot of our site, and found it surrounded on one side 
with 2 inches of water.  



I rousted the girls and we pulled the tent to higher ground.
 
The next morning, still raining, Greg and I got up to check on the tents.  He 
was worried about the boy’s new tent leaking.  As he checked on them, I 
went down to the girl’s tent and found the water still rising to meet the 
edge of their tent.  Again, we had them pile out while we pulled the tent to 
even higher ground.  The boys' tent was fine and they were still sleeping. 
 



Rain continued to fall and the wind continued to blow.  When it stopped, 
the sun came out and that was it.  We pulled our wet things outside and 
they quickly dried in the warm morning sun.  Andrea and Rebecca were 
still tired but managed to find enough energy to stretch themselves out on 
the warm Granite boulders, hardly taking notice of the string of pack 
horses heading back to the barn. 
 
As Greg wanted a site that would allow campfires, and I wanted a site 
that gave us more protection from the rain, we began to scout around for 
a site on higher ground.  Greg met with me on the trail and said he and 
Lindsay had found the ideal campsite.  We walked back to our camp and 
made the report that we were breaking camp and relocating.
 



Our new site was very nice.  It had more to offer including a fire ring that 
looked more like a fireplace (minus the chimney)!  Several large, flat 
granite rocks were strategically placed near the fire ring, in a semi-circle, 
that gave us places to sit and warm up.

We spent this first full day relaxing around the campsite and lake; resting 
up from yesterdays tiring hike.  Our itinerary was flexible and had 
already been changed twice.  Our desire was to allow the teens the time to 
have fun and not wear them down with too much hiking.  Besides that, we 
wanted Brandon and Jason to join us in the climb to the top of Eagle Cap. 
 They would be coming in tomorrow before noon.
 



The evening campfire was great.  The weather was nice and although we 
were prepared, the rains did not come as we had expected.  The evening 
meal, prepared by our girls, was very good and filling.  Sitting around the 
fire, we discussed the book of James, as we are doing each evening.  The 
kids broke out the marshmallows and enjoyed their fellowship as Greg and 
I decided to try out our tent.  It felt good to stretch out on my soft 
Thermarest air mattress.  

Saturday morning arrived at dawn.  I arose early because that’s my 
favorite time of day.  I put a pot of water on the burner to start 
breakfast.  The camp was quiet and peaceful.  Our teens were apparently 
exhausted and needed their rest.  I felt much better after a good night’s 
sleep and was ready to meet the day.  Some of the teens were up and 
around as we prepared our own breakfast dishes.  I enjoyed two packets 
of instant oatmeal and then relaxed with a mug of hot coffee.  Others 
were preparing their hot foods with juice and hot cocoa.  It would become 



apparent that today’s plans were already being changed.
 
As we had relocated our camp a quarter of a mile away from the lake 
entrance it was going to be difficult to connect with Jason and Brandon as 
we couldn’t predict exactly when they would be arriving.  I decided to 
place some trail markers along the way to guide them to our wilderness 
campsite.  I began at the lake’s trail entrance with 

the “Arrow- J”.  It was simply a large letter “J” scratched in the dirt, on 
the trail, with the top end resembling the tip of an Arrow, which pointed 
the way.  I etched a series of these along the trail so that “J” for Jason” 
couldn’t miss them.  The very last one was the point where they needed to 
leave the trail and proceed uphill to our campsite about 300 yards behind 
trees and boulders.  In addition, the arrow pointed to a note I had tied to 
the closest tree giving them better instructions, as there would be no more 
“Arrow J’s”.
 



I arrived back in camp just in time to see the teens scatter to areas of 
seclusion to spend personal alone time with God in prayer and study in the 
Book of James.



Seeing them focusing upon God in their aloneness, I quietly went about 
taking a few snapshots of them to capture this moment before I began my 
own time of reflection.
 



A couple of hours later Jason and Brandon arrived in camp.  They had 
made good time; rightfully so as they are both young and in good 
condition, unlike this codger!  We chatted for an hour or so then decided 
to take a wilderness day hike, blazing our own trail deeper into the 
mountains to explore.  
 
Packing lunch, snacks and water, we all headed out through flower strewn 
meadows, along living streams of crystal clear water flowing peacefully 
towards Mirror Lake.  



Some of the trees were gnarly old giants in a sparse forest, weather worn 
and beaten down by annual snows and winter storms.  The vistas of 
distant mountains and valley lakes were beautiful; calling for us to come 
and see.
 
The teens had renewed their energy and were busy exploring high places 
as the rest of us watched from a distance, relaxing under shade trees and 
snacking on trail food.  As we watched the kids from our perch along a 
cliff’s edge, they spooked a small herd of Elk Cows that began to run 



through the trees and over the mountain’s top.  
 
When the teens came back to us, they asked if they could go back to 
camp, change clothes and take a swim in that peaceful shallow pond we 
had crossed earlier.  It was safe enough so we allowed them to relax in the 
water and we made our way over the cliff and down through the valley 
towards the distant lakes.  
 
Our trip was fun.  The day was perfect.  Greg fished in the lake, catching a 
small Trout the size of a cheap cigar.  We worked our way around the lake 
and took a trail that would take us to Moccasin Lake and on around 
towards Mirror Lake.  

After a full day of hiking, we found our way back to camp and our teens 
relaxing.  The boys had already built a campfire to warm by, after 
discovering the pond water temperature was barely 50 degrees! 
 



Andrea and Lindsay began working on preparing our evening meal; they 

recruited others to assist.  Our campsite was a great pick!  We could relax 
by a warm fire while watching the sun set on Eagle Cap Mountain.  Mirror 
Lake glistened in the evening light and we felt a great peace.  
 
Tomorrow was Sunday, The Lord’s Day.  We would be sharing in 
Communion together on top of Eagle Cap; except for one thing….Greg 
confided in me that he had forgotten to bring the Grape juice!  We 
pondered about what we could do.  As no other juice would do, Greg 
remembered about boiling raisins to make juice!  So we went about taking 
the raisins out of our Trail Food, both regular, and golden raisins.  We 
boiled them for a period of time, watching the changing color of the water. 
 I volunteered my French Press coffee maker as a way to strain and 
squeeze the soft raisins as much as possible.  It worked!  The coveted 
nectar was bottled for tomorrow’s Communion.
 



Our evening devotional and discussion of portions of the Book of James 
was inspiring.  The singing was comforting as we watched the flames lift 
the smoke towards the heavenly lights in the night sky.  Listening to the 
prayers of our teens I couldn’t help but think about God’s love and how He 
cares for our needs.  They inspired my thoughts and I cherished their 
words.  I found myself feeling very proud of these kids.
 
Following the devotional, most of us retired to our sleeping bags.  A few of 
the teens were still up enjoying laughter; sharing marshmallows, hot cocoa 
and bug spray!  I didn’t mind.  I was exhausted enough to peacefully drift 
into a deep sleep within minutes!
 



Early Sunday morning I was up before the Sun; quickly making my way to 
the shores of Mirror Lake to take some pictures of the sunrise.  I did 

manage to get some good reflections of Eagle Cap in Mirror Lake. 
 However, the best pictures would be tomorrow morning!
 



Back in camp, we rousted the sleepy teens and encouraged them to have 
breakfast, pack their lunches and dress for the day’s hike to the top of 
Eagle Cap.  In an hour we were under way to what would be our highest 
adventure of the trip.  Making our way down through the trees, along the 
lake trail to the far end, we met up with the trail to Eagle Cap.  
 



As we climbed higher and higher, we stopped often to view God’s creation. 
 The glacier-carved valley that we walked through the first day came 
completely into view at this elevation.  The distant mountain called The 
Matterhorn had a white cliff face that looked like snow.  Other mountains 
began to come into view as we climbed higher and higher.  We crossed 
snowfields and watched for small stacks of stones called Cairns, that 
marked the trail we followed.  
 



We stopped to have a snack near the mountain's saddle.  From this point 
we made our way along its knife edge that opened more vistas than we 
could imagine!  Distant mountains loomed as far as the eye could see in 
every direction.  A dozen lakes dotted the valleys; the wind picked up 
speed as it dashed across the mountain pass to drop into Minam Valley.  
 
Before we completed our journey to the top, we stopped in a nearly flat 
space dotted with Juniper-like trees and volcanic rock of every size and 
shape, where flowers bloomed in places that one would think no moisture 
existed.  From there we scattered to find secluded places where we could 
read James, pray to God and to reflect upon what God has done, and is 
doing, in our lives.
 



We gathered together once again and made our way to the top of nearly 
9,600’ Eagle Cap.  This was the mother of all vistas!  We took time in this 
place to see God at work!  The views were amazing!  The warm sun felt 
good.  We ate, we laughed and we took many photographs.  It felt good to 
be here; to conquer the mountain!
 
As I had blazed this trail before, I led the team down the back side of 
Eagle Cap, where no trail exists, to another saddle at the top of a 
sweeping snowfield that appeared very ominous from this vantage point! 



Greg had the teens sit down together.  Our view was an amazing scene of a 
large mountain to our right; higher than Eagle Cap; a sweeping snowfield 
that flowed down the hillside until it leveled out more than 100 yards 
below.  



The most beautiful lake we would see on this trip was far below us, Glacier 
Lake.  It was shades of deep blue to Emerald to yellow green, dotted with 
small islands; deep snows stopped at its shores on the far side; it glistened 
in the morning sun.  We could also see Matterhorn, Moccasin Lake and the 
Wallowa Mountains to the north.  It was beautiful.  This is where we would 
worship the Lord today.
 
Greg led the teens in song; songs that carried new meaning in this place, at 
these heights!  We shared our thoughts and talked about the words of 
James; how they touched our hearts today.  We shared in the Lord’s 
Communion together; prayers renewed our spirits and strengthened our 
fortitude; our determination to be better men and women in God’s service.
 
It soon became time to do our cross country excursion towards beautiful 
Glacier Lake that we had been watching.  I cautioned the leadership and 
teens to be careful on the steep snow.  The sun had not yet warmed the 
snowfield; it was hard and slick in places.  I took the lead and showed the 
teens how to dig in their heels with each step to avoid spills.  I soon 
discovered it was not as bad as it looked; I felt better!
 
We conquered the snowfield and made our way to fresh water, were we 
replenished our canteens with the most amazing water one could imagine! 
 There is nothing in the world like high country glacier water on a hot day; 
to drink until you are content!  Even then to long for more!  We looked 
back towards the mountain from which we had descended.  It is amazing 
how far one can travel in such a short time.
 



As we continued around the landscape, avoiding the steep cliffs to our 
right, we wound our way around and came out on the main trail, just as 
we expected.  



With the steep downgrade to our right, that descended to Glacier Lake, 
and the gentle down hill trail to our left that led the way back to camp, 
most of our teens chose the left, not wanting to spend the energy to go 
down to the lake.  Greg agreed to take them back.  Jason and I, along with 
Andrea and Lindsay were the adventurers today!  
 

We were soon on the shores of Glacier Lake.  It was absolutely beautiful! 
 The colors of water were amazing to see!  It was the perfect, unspoiled 
lake!  We were all impressed by this one!  



We spent time taking pictures; sitting and just watching the splendor 
unfold.  We filtered lake water into our canteens and decided to explore 
the lower end of the lake.   We could hear the rushing water before we saw 
it.  The lake spilled over the natural spillway, rushing across ancient rocks, 
through flower filled fields until it made the sweep and eventually ended 
up in the Wallowa Lake, about 10 miles away.  
 



The girls began to run from one place to another, taking pictures, flower 
samples and making drawings for keepsakes.  They delighted in this 
hillside!  
 



We climbed another hillside and soon intersected with our trail and headed 
back towards camp.  We stopped often to take snapshots and enjoy the 
sights and sounds of rushing water, gnarly old trees and of ever-present 
flowers.
 



As we approached Moccasin Lake, we noticed a Ranger chiding a group of 
campers for camping too close to the lake shore and for having too many 
in their group.  They probably received one or two citations for this 
infraction and having to break camp and find another place farther away 
from the shores.  Wilderness Regulations are not to be ignored, even in this 
remote part of the country!
 



We stopped on the edge of Mirror Lake to snap a few photographs of the 
mountains reflecting in the clear water.  
 
Another wonderful evening meal prepared by our teens and a warm 
campfire was a welcome event after a long, hard day of hiking, boulder 
hopping, stream crossing and snow sliding.  Campfire devotional was 
another amazing event that focused our thoughts.  The songs and prayers 
were inspiring.   To be high above Mirror Lake, looking at Eagle Cap in the 
evening moonlight, basking in the warmth of our campfire, while singing the 
words, “On a mountain high, touching stars in the sky…”, one cannot but helpto 
feel Goosebumps!  God is wonderful!  He is amazing!  
 



Although it was a beautiful campfire, I, again, retired to my quarters as 
the teens began to share the hot cocoa, snacks and Mosquito repellant!
 
Monday morning I was up early and quickly dressed.  Thoughts of a 
beautiful sunrise were on my mind!  I wanted so much to catch the first 
rays of sunlight on the tip of Eagle Cap as they reflected in the Mirror 
Lake.  



It was beautiful!  There was very little wind to stir up the water’s surface 
and spoil the reflection.  The scene was amazing!  



THIS is what I come to Mirror Lake for!  The teens, of course, were still 
sleeping; none wanted me to wake them this morning to witness this event. 
 Jason and I were the only ones from our team to see this wonderful 
creation, yet I never saw Jason there.
 
This is our final day.  Following breakfast, we began to pack our things 
tightly into our backpacks and fold our tents for the long hike home.  We 
took the time to clean up around the camp, trying to “leave no trace”, 
except for the fire-ring itself.  We did scatter the ashes and left it better 
than we had found it.  We also took the time to scrape up the dried 
pancake batter that the Chipmunks didn’t eat.  The batter explosion was 
another funny story.  It seems as if the sealed bottle of store-bought 
pancake batter mix, when quickly opened at this altitude, tends to erupt 
from the bottle rather suddenly; coating anything and everyone within 
reach!
 



With packs on we made our way down towards the lake.  At the trail, we 
stopped to take a group photo then made our way down through the 
valley to our awaiting transportation home.  It was a long 8 miles and 
uneventful.  The ride home was quiet.  Our kids were tired.
 
Mike Thomas 


